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Introduction: Potential vorticity (hereafter PV) is a dynamical tracer which is a product of the absolute vorticity and static stability of the atmosphere. PV can be redistributed but neither created or destroyed on an isentropic surface in the absence of friction and diabatic processes [1].

The conservation principle explains why PV is used to study polar vortices on Earth. PV contains information on winds and temperature in a single scalar variable and the motion of air is generally parallel to contours of PV [2]. The invertibility of PV is also an important property, since given sufficient boundary conditions PV can be inverted to deduce the flow of the whole atmosphere. Changes in the PV distribution thus `induce' changes in the wind and temperature fields.

On Earth, studies have found a significant positive PV-ozone correlation in both global maps of total ozone from satellite observations [3] and local profiles of ozone at multiple observatories [4,5], particularly at mid to high latitudes in the winter hemisphere (Figure 1). While the relationship of ozone and PV on Mars has never before been investigated, a strong correlation between PV, a dynamical tracer, and ozone suggests several applications such as using ozone observations to study the dynamical behaviour of the polar vortices and using PV as a proxy for ozone in polar winter.
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Figure 1 - Northern hemisphere total ozone (left) and PV (right) on the 460K surface for 22 February 2011. White lines on the PV image are streamlines, where the thickness of the streamlines and size of the arrows indicate the strength of the local flow. Image courtesy of NASA Ozone Watch.

Observations of ozone over several Mars years have been collected by the Mars Color Imager [6] on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, and therefore inter-annual variations or trends in the dynamical state of the polar vortices can be investigated. Current satellite observing techniques to retrieve ozone cannot however reach high poleward latitudes in polar night, where the largest amounts of ozone exist and ozone is effectively a quasi-passive tracer due to the lack of destruction mechanisms [7]. If a strong correlation is apparent between PV and ozone at poleward latitudes in polar night, the spatial distribution of PV, which can be constrained by reanalysis datasets [8,9], can be used as a proxy for ozone to extend the coverage of total ozone observational datasets. This technique has already been performed successfully on Earth [10,11].

Atmospheric modelling: To investigate the link between PV and ozone on Mars, the UK version of the LMD Mars GCM (hereafter MGCM) is used. The model has been developed in a collaboration of the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, the Open University, the University of Oxford and the Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía.

The MGCM uses physical parameterisations accounting for CO₂ condensation and sublimation, sub-grid scale dynamics, vertical diffusion and convection (amongst others) coupled to a spectral dynamical core and semi-lagrangian advection scheme [12] to transport tracers. Using a spectral model, spatial derivatives are calculated exactly, and so the calculation of PV is more accurate than previous attempts using temperature observations and interpolation methods [13].

Ozone, along with 14 other tracers, is adjusted chemically by the LMD photochemical model [7] which provides an extensive analysis of photochemical and chemical interactions in the martian atmosphere.

Preliminary results: The day-to-day PV-total ozone correlation for northern and southern polar regions in Mars Year 29 are shown in Figure 2. For poleward northern latitudes, a very strong PV-total ozone correlation of r = 0.8 or greater is found for 274 sols in the year.

In northern summer, the PV-total ozone correlation decreases as expected, and in some cases even goes negative. Over this time period (Lₘ = 75–150°), small amounts of total ozone and PV are found, but PV is still increased poleward primarily due to the planetary vorticity being largest at this location. Total ozone is
more abundant away from the pole causing the negative
correlation.

In the southern hemisphere, the variation in topography at latitudes further south than 35°S provides preferential sites for a localized increase of ozone. Ozone will reach high levels in the Hellas and Argyre basins due to the high surface pressure (hence large atmospheric column mass) at these locations providing an ideal setting for the accumulation of ozone near the ground [7]. This contributes to a slight weakening of the PV-total ozone correlation in the middle of southern polar winter.

Northern polar winter. A snapshot of the total ozone and PV spatial distribution in norther polar winter ($L_S = 292°$) is displayed in Figure 3. The PV-total ozone correlation for this case study is $r = 0.826$. The strong PV-total ozone correlation on a short daily time scale suggests that the variations in total ozone are largely due to dynamical influences, as to be expected for winter when chemical reactions are at a minimum.

A filament of PV can be seen from 0-135°W in Figure 3, which corresponds well to a similar feature in the total ozone distribution, further strengthening the possibility of using PV as a proxy for total ozone (and vice versa). PV has been used on Earth to track the polar vortices and has recently been used equivalently for Mars [9]. A contour of PV which lies at the sharpest PV gradient can be used to trace the vortex edge. The martian polar vortex also provides an excellent barrier for the mixing of chemical tracers, suggesting that total ozone in the winter season, when it is quasi-passive, can potentially be used to track the shape of the polar vortex.

Further results will be discussed at the conference, including the first ever calculation of the ozone/PV ratio on Mars.
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